Existing Recreational Opportunities and Natural Resource Limitations along the Northern Portion of the Remsen-Lake Placid Travel Corridor
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- Wilderness
- Primitive
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- Private/Non-state
- Water
- Remsen-Placid RR
- Roads* (public and private)
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- Stream
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Slopes
- 8% - 15%
- 15% - 25%
- 25% and Greater

* These roads include forest management roads, and may include skid trails and winter roads which may be designed for use only when ground is frozen.
** Wetland maps were produced for regional planning purposes. Only field verification can confirm the presence or absence of wetlands.
McCauley Pond Area
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* These roads include forest management roads, and may include skid trails and winter roads which may be designed for use only when ground is frozen.

** Wetland maps were produced for regional planning purposes. Only field verification can confirm the presence or absence of wetlands.
Little Rainbow Pond
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* These roads include forest management roads, and may include skid trails and winter roads which may be designed for use only when ground is frozen.

** Wetland maps were produced for regional planning purposes. Only field verification can confirm the presence or absence of wetlands.